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The IT-BPM industry is the fastest growing industry, not only 
in India but across the world, providing growth impetus to the 
various sectors it serves

IT-BPM Industry: growth potential

Sub-sectors in the IT-BPM Industry

Study Objectives

	 The industry offers wide range of services
	 It serves the global customer base
	 It generates numerous employment opportunities
	 It employs one of the largest workforce and has the potential to absorb even more
		It has the potential to contribute to, as much as, 30 million employment opportunities  

(direct and indirect) by 2020.
		The Indian IT–BPM Industry currently employs about 3 million people directly and about  

9.5 million indirectly.

There are four sub-sectors within the IT-BPM Industry, as shown below, along with the respective 
service lines:
IT Services (ITS)
	Custom Application Development  
 (CAD) 
	Hardware Deployment and Support 
	Software Deployment and Support
	IT Consulting 
	System Integration
	Information Systems (IS) Outsourcing 
	Software Testing
	Network Consultation & Integration  
	Education and Training

Business Process Management 
(BPM)
	Customer Interaction and  
 Support 
	Finance & Accounting (F&A)
	Human Resource 
		Management
	Knowledge Services
	Procurement and Logistics

Software Products (SPD)
	Offshore Product 
 Development
	Onshore Product  
 Development

Engineering and R&D (ER&D)
	Embedded Services
	Engineering Services

To tap the immense potential of the IT-BPM industry, it is essential to streamline and organise the 
industry further with a focus on developing skilled personnel with high standards. There is a need 
to lay standards for developing skills suitable for the IT-BPM industry so that the right kind of 
talent can be nurtured and deployed in the industry. Towards this end, Occupational Analysis was 
performed with the following objectives.

Highlight 'Key Talent Trends' in the four sub-sectors, gathered through secondary and primary research

	Identify key ‘Occupations’ in the four sub-sectors

	Identify ‘Tracks’ within each Occupation

	Identify ‘Unique Job Roles’ under each Track

	Define ‘Typical Career Paths’ available for professionals
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Occupational Standards
Occupational Standards (OS) are the statements of the standards of performance an individual must 
achieve when carrying out functions in the workplace, along with the knowledge and understanding 
required to perform a job.

Competency 
Framework

Role 
Descriptions and 

Requirements

Individual 
Performance 
and Appraisal

Focused 
Training and 
Development

Recognition and 
Qualifications

Career Planning 
and Progression

Key Outcomes, Performance Criteria, Underpinning Knowledge

Uses of Occupational Standards

Benefits of Occupational Standards
For Organisations/Employers

For Employees

Competitive Advantage
•	 Increased business productivity by clearly defining competency levels
•	 Reduced training budgets
•	 Reduced recruitment efforts/spend
•	 Targeted skill/capacity development interventions

Increased Mobility Within Industries
•	 Well-defined career paths
•	 Identify knowledge areas and  skills needed for occupations and job roles
•	 Informed career decisions 

Time to Market/Deploy
•	 Reduced hiring time 
•	 Reduced training time

Manage Self-performance
•	 Undertake self-assessment of their competencies against their own or other jobs

Effective Talent Management
•	 Consistent set of standards for recruitment and selection processes
•	 Ensure common standards of performance and quality when partnering with other 

organisations/agencies

Training and Certifications
•	 Provide a reference to assess ability and training needs
•	 Provide guidelines for certification/accreditation

Occupational Analysis for IT-BPM2



Occupational Mapping

Approach and Methodology

Occupational Mapping is the first step towards the development of OS. It leads to the identification 
of unique job roles that exist in the industry/sub-sector. The Occupational Analysis aims to map out 
the unique job roles available at the Entry Level, Middle Level and Leadership Level in the IT-BPM 
industry.

A step-by-step approach was followed to undertake the Occupational Analysis for IT-BPM Industry, 
which is presented below:

Occupational Structure at a Glance

Identify key trends with 
respect to structure 
and evolution of the 

industry or sub-sector

Conduct secondary 
and primary research 

to understand the 
types of job roles within 

the four sub-sectors

Identify roles at  
various levels  within  

the identified  
occupations

Define typical career  
paths within the  
occupation in  

discussion with  
industry SMEs

Identify key talent 
trends in each of the  

four sub-sectors

Occupational  
Analysis

Discuss with subject 
matter experts (SMEs)
and identify and define 

unique occupations

Gather typical job  
descriptions for all  

roles

Identify possible  
movements to other  
sub-sector/industry
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Sub-sector 
and Talent 

Commentary

Occupational  
Mapping

Career Paths

Project Step Outcome

Occupational Analysis Identification of unique job roles at the Entry, Middle 
and Leadership levels

Identification of tasks/OS titles for ~67 Entry-
level job roles Functional Analysis for identified Entry-level job roles

Development of Qualification Packs (QP) 
for ~67 Entry-level job rolesDevelopment of OS
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ER&D and Software Products
BPM

IT Services
ER&D and Software Products
BPM

IT Services

The IT-BPM industry has been significant in fuelling India’s growth story. In addition to contributing 
to the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) and exports, the industry has played a big role in 
influencing the socio-economic parameters across the country. 

Impact of the IT-BPM Industry in India

 Revenue Growth: The industry has almost doubled in terms of revenue and contribution to  
 India’s GDP over the last six years (2008-2013)

 Direct and Indirect Employment Generated: Apart from direct employment, the industry  
 provides indirect employment opportunities to about 9.5 million people in industries like  
 construction, catering, security services, retail and transport

 Contribution of Different Sub-sectors: The contribution of the ITS sub-sector is close to  
 59 percent of the total revenue (exports + domestic) of the industry followed by BPM at  
 22 percent during FY2013

IT-BPM

• Approx. 78 percent increase in 
patents filed over 2009–2012

• Growing R&D spend

• Nearly 50 percent of 
workforce from  
non-Tier I cities

• 30–35 percent women 
employees

• Approx. 8 percent of India’s 
GDP

• Nearly 23–25 percent of India’s 
exports

• Approx. 7 percent of India’s 
total FDI share

Socially 
Responsible  
and Inclusive

Contributing 
to Indian 
Economy

Driving  
Balanced Regional  

Development

Creating 
Innovation 
Platform

Putting 
India on the 
Global Map

Empowering the 
Diverse Human  

Assets

• Improved access and 
delivery of services, 
bridging technology 
divide, e-governance 
solutions, CSR activities

• Contributing to state GDP
• Enhancing education system
• Employment generation
• Infrastructure creation

• Presence in 75 countries, with 
approx. 580 global delivery 
centres

• Nearly 1,00,000 foreign nationals 
employed

• 380 cross-border acquisitions 
during FY2008-2012

Sub-sector contribution to IT-BPM 
industry -  Exports - 2013(E)

100% = USD 75.8 Billion

Sub-sector contribution to IT-BPM  
industry - Domestic - 2013(E)

100% = USD 19.32 Billion

59%
19% 20% 64%

16%22%

Growth of the IT-BPM industry has provided India with a wide range of economic 
and social benefits.
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ITS Sub-sector: at a glance

IT Services (ITS) sub-sector involves a range of engagement 
types that include consulting, systems integration, IT 
outsourcing/managed services/hosting services, training and 
support/maintenance

Profile

Share of IT Services Exports Sub-sector

The ITS sub-sector is a m
ajor 

contributor to the country’s G
D

P

1600+

USD 43.9 Billion

9.9 percent

1

58 percent

14.5 percent

Number of organisations in the ITS sub-sector

Total amount of ITS sub-sector export revenues in FY2013(E)

Growth in IT service exports in FY2013(E)

India's position in global ITS landscape

Total contribution of the ITS sub-sector in industry exports

Growth of the ITS sub-sector in the domestic market in INR terms during FY2013(E)

Vertical Profile Horizontal Profile

BFSI is the largest driver in 
this space, claiming half of 
the entire IT Services export, 
while Healthcare, Retail and 
Media have also emerged as 
key verticals

The sector has expanded 
to provide end-to-end IT 
solutions, including consulting, 
testing services, infrastructure 
services and system integration

While North America 
continues to be a major 
importer of Indian IT 
services, Latin America, 
Asia-Pacific, and Europe also 
have major client basesCustomer Profile

51%

7%

42%

Support and Training
Project-oriented
Outsourcing

Project-based Services and Outsourcing are the largest 
segments in the ITS sub-sector. While the overall revenue of 
the sub-sector has increased by 10 percent over the last year, 
the contributions of each area has remained steady.

>1.4 million

ITS Sub-sector: an overview
Number of people directly employed in the ITS (includes Software Products and 
ER&D Services) exports sub-sector
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Key Trends

The ITS sub-sector is a knowledge-intensive industry, providing ample opportunities to learn and 
grow.
 Fresh graduates often have a steep learning curve, which they need to cover before becoming  
 productive 

 The constant innovation of technology requires the employees to regularly update their  
 knowledge for them to remain productive

	Change in role or projects could also see the employees needing to learn new skills

	Organisations are looking to acquaint the employees with domain-specific (Retail,  
 Manufacturing, Insurance, etc.) knowledge

Leading IT Services organisations are adopting certain initiatives, which is reflective of the 
changing talent dynamics in the industry.

Learning Opportunities

Emerging Talent Trends

Movement up the value chain

New delivery channels driving growth

Continued locational advantage

Increased penetration and 
spread in industry verticals

New service offerings Growth in RIM and Information Security

One-stop destination for clients

Moving to Tier II cities to maintain cost advantage

Adopting and pioneering in cloud computing, mobile 
applications, social media and data analytics

Building end-to-end capabilities in core verticals 
by adding high-end services

Extending the location and talent base: Several organisations are looking to set up offices 
in  Tier II and Tier III cities

Leveraging demographic  dividend: A large, growing and skilled talent pool provides a big 
thrust and is a key competitive advantage

Focus on prime talent: The sub-sector needs to use differentiated approach for various 
workforce segments with an increased focus on prime talent

Target talent management interventions: With the focus on improving efficiencies and 
productivity, talent strategy needs to be aligned to business 

Organisational capability enhancement: Changing business landscape, evolving industry as 
well as mature clients have made movement up the value chain

Talent beyond engineers: Several leading companies are evaluating the options of recruiting 
non-engineering graduates as well as diploma holders
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Some of the key trends that are leading to the growth in the ITS sub-sector include the 
following
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Qualifications, Knowledge and Understanding

	Nearly 70 percent of the total hiring happens at fresh graduate level, mostly engineering
	A large number of companies are also hiring candidates with non-engineering degrees
	Graduates with relevant certifications like CCNA, CCNP and MCSE are preferred for infrastructure- 
 related occupations
	In IT Consulting, Sales and Pre-sales, candidates with a management degree are preferred
	Focus is shifting away from ‘formal education’ related qualifications to having the right skills

Sourcing strategy may vary for different organisations, but barring a few that provide niche/
specialised services, majority hire both laterally and at Entry Level with the latter making up the bulk.

Skills
Both soft skills and functional skills are crucial in the industry, and organisations put in a lot of effort 
in building these capabilities.

In Summary
Based on the industry research as part of the Occupational Analysis, the occupations in the 
sub-sector have been classified and detailed as follows.

13 
unique 

‘Occupations’

39 
unique 
‘Tracks’

17 unique 
Job roles at 
the Entry 

Level

91 unique 
Job roles at 
the Middle 

Level

25  
unique Job 
roles at the 
Leadership 

Level

ERPAutomated 
testing

Platform 
knowledge

Programming 
skills

SDLC 
concepts

Industry/
Domain skills

Key Functional Skills

Working with 
influenceProblem solvingAnalytical skillsCommunication skills

Key Generic Skills 

Industry Knowledge and Skills
M

ajor hiring done on the basis of 
com

m
unication &

 analytical skills
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Industry Structure
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Occupations in the ITS Sub-sector
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Verticals and occupations defining the structure of the ITS sub-sector are represented as 
follows.
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TracksOccupation Entry-level Job Roles

For most entry-level job roles, there is a possibility of a vertical or horizontal movement in their tracks 
and also into other occupations

Occupations, Tracks and Verticals

Application Development

Software Development
Software Developer

Engineer Trainee

Functional Development
UI Development UI Developer

Web Development Web Developer
Media Development Media Developer

Technical Documentation Technical Writer
Language/Translation Language Translator

Application Deployment Application Deployment Deployment Engineer Engineer Trainee
Application Maintenance Application Maintenance Application Maintenance Engineer

Data Scientists Data Scientist Junior Data Associate

IT Consulting
Technology Consulting

AnalystTechnical 
Functional

IT Service Management IT Service Management -
IT Support Services/Help Desk IT Support Services/Help Desk Engineer - Technical Support (Level 1)

Infrastructure Management 
Services (IMS)

Storage Management

Infrastructure Engineer Systems Trainee/
Engineer Trainee

Network Management
Server Management

Messaging and Collaboration
Security Management

End-user Devices Management
Infrastructure Applications 

Management
Infrastructure Tools Management

Services Management
Database Management

Field Support

Information Security

Application Security

Security Analyst Security Trainee 
(Security Engineer) 

Risk Management, Audit and 
Compliance

Security Testing
Incident Management

BCP/DR
Network Security Management

IT Forensics
Project Management/

Programme Management
Project Management/Programme 

Management -

Sales and Pre-sales
Business Development

Sales and Pre-sales Analyst Relationship Management/
Alliance Management

Solution Architecting Solution Architecting -

Testing and QA
Manual Testing

Engineer TraineeAutomated Testing
Quality Assurance

Test Engineer

QA Engineer

Occupational Analysis for IT Services 9



Horizontal Movement
IT Services and the occupations within provide ample opportunities for the individuals for movement 
outside their core occupation.

Project Management/
Programme 

Management
IT Consulting, Sales and Pre-sales, Project 

Management
SPD, BPM, 

ER&D All service industries

IT Consulting Sales and Pre-sales, Project Management, 
Application Development SPD N/A

Data Scientists N/A BPM
Statistics/MIS/Analytics 

specific roles in any 
industry

Sales and Pre-sales IT Consulting, Project Management, 
Application Development

SPD, 
BPM All industries

IT Service 
Management 

Project Management, IMS, IT Support 
Services/Help Desk, Solution Architecting SPD IT Support roles in any 

industry

Solution Architecting IT Consulting, Sales and Pre-sales, Project 
Management

SPD, 
BPM N/A

Testing and QA

Project Management, Application 
Development, Sales and Pre-sales, 
Application Outsourcing, Application 

Deployment

SPD, BPM, 
ER&D

IT-specific roles in any 
industry

Infrastructure 
Management Services  

(IMS)

IT Consulting, Project Management, Sales 
and Pre-sales, Testing and QA, Application 

Outsourcing, IT Service Management, 
Application Deployment, IT Support 

Services/Help Desk, Information Security

SPD, BPM, 
ER&D

Infrastructure 
department in all 

industries, esp. Media, 
Telecom, BFSI, etc.

Application 
Development

IT Consulting, Project Management, Sales 
and Pre-sales, Testing and QA, Application 

Maintenance, Application Deployment, 
IMS, Information Security

SPD, BPM, 
ER&D

IT-specific roles in any 
industry

Horizontal Movements
Occupation

To Other Occupations To Other
Sub-sectors To Other Industries

Application 
Deployment

Project Management, Sales and Pre-sales, 
Testing and QA, Application Outsourcing

SPD, BPM, 
ER&D

IT-specific roles in any 
industry

IT Support Services/
Help Desk

IT Consulting, Application Deployment, 
Application Outsourcing, Hardware 

Deployment, IMS
BPM IT Support roles in all 

industries

Application 
Maintenance

Project Management, Sales and Pre-sales, 
Testing and QA, Application Development, 

Application Deployment
SPD, BPM, 

ER&D
IT-specific roles in any 

industry

Information Security
IT Consulting, Project Management, Sales 
and Pre-sales, Application Development, 

Testing and QA, IMS, IT Support Services/
Help Desk

SPD, 
BPM

Information Security 
roles in any industry, 

esp. BFSI, Media, 
Telecom, etc.

Occupational Analysis for IT Services1010



B
PM

 has m
ade India a dynam

ic 
know

ledge-based econom
y

Profile

>9,17,000

500+

12.2 percent

USD 17.8 Billion

USD 3.08 Billion

24 percent

Number of people directly employed in BPM exports in FY2013(E)

Year-on-year increase of the BPM sub-sector exports from FY2012 to FY2013

Expected export revenues from the BPM sub-sector in FY2013

Expected revenues from domestic BPM in FY2013

BPM sub-sector's share of the Indian IT-BPM exports

Number of organisations in the BPM sub-sector

Overview of the BPM Sub-sector

Vertical 
Profile

Customer 
Profile

Horizontal 
Profile

Emerging 
Horizontals

14 percent of BPM export revenues is  
now driven by vertical-specific BPM  
services. BFSI, Telecom and  
Manufacturing continue to be  
the biggest  
verticals

Customer Interaction (41 percent), F&A  
(22 percent) and Knowledge Services  

(18 percent) continue  
to be the largest segments 

 in the BPM sub-sector

After US, customers have 
 been added from across UK, 
Continental Europe and Asia-  
Pacific. US and UK together  
accounted for over 80 percent  
of the BPM exports in FY2013

 With the focus on higher-end 
services increasing, Knowledge 

Services continues to be on 
 the rise

BPM Sub-sector: at a glance

Business Process Management (BPM) sub-sector deals with 
the management of one or more business processes by 
an external organisation that, in turn, owns and manages 
the selected processes based on defined and measurable 
performance metrics

11Occupational Analysis for Business Process Management 11



	Emergence of distributed hiring: Hiring is happening across the spectrum with the realisation  
 that some of the work can be moved to lower-cost locations

	No bench strength – 100% FTE utilisation: This trend is expected to continue towards building a  
 leaner organisation

 Non-synchronous business and placement cycles: Domestic hiring is the norm, with hiring for  
 on-site forming a smaller proportion

 Increased talent pool: Domain-specific hiring, process maturity and trainings enabled by  
 technology are driving this trend

	Symbiotic partnerships with academic institutions: Increasing collaboration with academia,  
 sensing the need to increase ‘ready-to-deploy’ talent

Emerging Talent Trends

Verticalisation Developing industry-specific solutions

Continued locational 
advantage

Moving to Tier II cities to maintain cost advantage

Emergence of big data

Emergence of Knowledge 
Services specialisation

Increasing use of social 
media and Internet in CRM

Maintaining long-term client relationships and strong 
data management and analytics capabilities

Building capabilities in core verticals by adding 
high-end services

Looking to engage with customers through 
Facebook, Twitter, etc.

The key trends observed in the BPM sub-sector are summarised below.

Future HiringPast and Current Hiring

Postgraduates

Graduates

Engineers

Doctors/Legal 
Professionals

Postgraduates

Graduates

Engineers

Undergraduates

High School

High-end Services

Process Maturity

Enables

Increased pool of H
iring

Talent Pool Within the BPM Sub-sector
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Key Trends
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In Summary

Industry Knowledge and Skills
B

PM
 Sub-sector no longer seen 

as a stop-gap arrangem
ent

The forces of change sweeping through the BPM sub-sector have also changed the talent dynamics.

	 Focus is on standardisation and customer delivery excellence, thus building domain skills 

	 BPM sub-sector gives the right kind of growth opportunities and rewards

 One can work in a BPM organisation with a graduation degree in any stream

 Professionals like Doctors, CAs and Lawyers are hired for functional and domain expertise

Skills

Learning Opportunities

Providing courses

Tie-ups with training institutes

With growing process maturity and demand for specialisation, people with domain, design and 
engineering knowledge will see a fast growth. To work in the BPM sub-sector, following skills are 
required.

Organisations are enhancing the skills of their employees by providing domain-specific knowledge 
and training so as to impart them the knowledge of the vertical that they are working in.

Qualifications, Knowledge and Understanding

Key Generic Skills 

Key Functional Skills

Proficiency  
in  languages

Good 
communication 

skills

Analytical 
skills

Problem 
solving

Managerial 
and 

operational 
skills 

Basic 
computer 

knowledge

Specialised 
degree

Domain-specific 
knowledge

10 unique 
‘Occupations’

27 unique 
‘Tracks’ 

16 unique Job roles 
at the Entry Level

111 unique Job 
roles at the 

Middle Level

30  unique Job roles at 
the Leadership Level

	Continuing education  |  Professional courses  |  Domain-specific courses

	Enhances the skills of the employees  |  Organisation becomes a preferred employer

Occupational Analysis for Business Process Management 13



Industry Structure
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Occupations in the BPM Sub-sector
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Verticals and occupations in the BPM sub-sector that form its structure are depicted in the following 
table.
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TracksOccupation Entry-level Job Roles

Occupations, Tracks and Verticals
For most entry-level job roles, there is a possibility of a vertical or horizontal movement in their tracks 
and also into other occupations.

Analytics
MIS - Reporting

Associate - Analytics
Analytics - Modelling and Analysis

Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM)

Customer Care  
(Non-voice) Associate - Customer Care (Non-voice)

Customer Care (Voice)

Associate - CRM
Sales/Telesales

Technical Support/IT Help Desk

Collections (Business to Customer)

Editorial and Desktop 
Publishing (DTP)

Editorial Associate - Editorial

DTP and Design Associate - DTP

Finance and Accounting 
(F&A)

Transaction Processing  
(Includes B2B Collections) Associate - Transactional F&A

Credit Analysis

Associate - F&A Complex
Audit and Accounting

Financial Reporting

Financial Planning and Analysis 
(Includes Budgeting and Forecasting)

Health Services
Clinical Data Management Associate - Clinical Data Management

Medical Transcription Associate - Medical Transciption

Human Resource 
Outsourcing (HRO)

Recruitment Associate - Recruitment

Learning and Development

Associate - HROCompensation and Benefits 
Management

Employee Relations

Knowledge Services -  
Research

Secondary Research and Market 
Research Analyst - Research

Investment Banking Research

Learning
Content Managemnet

Associate - Learning
Instructional Design

Legal Services Legal Services
Document Coder/Processor

Legal Associate

Supply Chain Management 

Procurement Operations (Including 
Strategic Sourcing)

Associate - SCM
Sales and Fulfilment (Including 

Inventory Mangement)

Occupational Analysis for Business Process Management 15



Given the dynamic range of services that the BPM sub-sector is increasingly offering to its clients in 
the industry, there are a variety of roles that employees are performing across the entire spectrum of 
offerings. As such they become a valuable asset not only to the BPM sub-sector, but also to all the 
client industries they are associated with.

Horizontal Movement

Horizontal Movements
Occupation

To Other Occupations To Other
Sub-sectors To Other Industries

Health Services Analytics, Knowledge Services - Research ITS (as SMEs) Labs, Pharma 
Companies

Human Resource 
Outsourcing Knowledge Services - Research, Analytics ITS, SPD (as 

SMEs)
HR Transactions in 

any industry

Learning Analytics ITS (IT 
Consulting) Business Consulting

Supply Chain 
Management (SCM)

Analytics, Knowledge Services - 
Research, Finance and Accounting ITS (as SMEs) Manufacturing, Retail

Legal Services Human Resource Outsourcing SPD – IPR Banks, Insurance 
(Legal support)

Support roles for other occupations
ITS/SPD 

(Technical 
Writing)

Publishing, LearningEditorial and DTP

Knowledge Services 
- Research Support roles for other occupations Publishing, Learning

ITS/SPD 
(Technical  
Writing)

Finance and 
Accounting

Analytics, Knowledge Services - Research, 
Supply Chain Management 

ITS, SPD  
(as SMEs)

Banks, Insurance 
Companies, 

Manufacturing, Retail

Customer 
Relationship 
Management

Supply Chain Management,Finance and 
Accounting (TP&FP) 

Internal Technical 
Support in any 

industry

IT Service  
Help Desk,  

SPD-Technical 
Support

Analytics Knowledge Services - Research
Banks, Retail, 

Insurance, 
Manufacturing

ITS – Software 
Engineer

Occupational Analysis for Engineering and R&D16 Occupational Analysis for Business Process Management16



ER&D Sub-sector: at a glance

ER
&

D
 has established India as a design 

Engineering and R&D (ER&D) services are those that augment 
or manage processes that are associated with the creation of a 
product or service, as well as those associated with maximising 
the life span and optimising the yield associated with a product 
or asset

Engineering-intensive industries such as Telecom (30 percent), 
Semi-conductor (20 percent) and Automotive (12 percent) are the 
biggest contributors to ER&D sub-sector’s revenues, contributing to 
almost 60 percent of the revenue base

Broad range of service offerings, including embedded 
software and hardware design services, testing and V&V, 
prototype building, etc.

North American market is the biggest customer base, contributing 
almost 50 percent of revenues. Globally, there are about 400-500 
customers that account for 80 percent of the global  ER&D spend

Vertical Profile

Horizontal Profile/Service 
Offerings

Customer Profile

Profile

ER&D Sub-sector: an overview

Number of people directly employed in the ER&D sub-sector

Expected revenue from ER&D services by 2016

Total amount of ER&D sub-sector exports in FY2012(E)

India's share of the global ER&D market

Number of organisations in the ER&D sub-sector

India's position in global ER&D landscape

Growth of the ER&D sub-sector from FY2012 to FY2013(E)

Total contribution of ER&D sub-sector in IT-BPM exports

>2,00,000

>USD 15 Billion

USD 11.2 Billion

22 percent

400+

1

9.2 percent

14.8 percent

and innovation hub
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Key Trends

Addressing white spaces 
across service offerings

Invest in building end-to-end ER&D 
capabilities in select service offerings

Innovation mindset Innovating across offerings at product and process 
levels

Hyper-specialisation approach 
in the sub-sector

High-end offerings like knowledge-based 
engineering or engineering consulting

Higher value-adding service Prototyping, tooling, manufacturing support, 
programme management, supplier management

Locational advantage of 
industrial hubs

Leveraging on locational advantage of industries in 
Tier I cities to attract talent, resources

With the changes occurring in the global manufacturing space, the Indian ER&D sub-sector 
has become more dynamic and flexible to respond to changing customer needs across the full 
spectrum of product lifecycle.
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The ER&D sub-sector in India employs about 3,00,000 engineers across the country. While major 
part of the workforce is hired locally, 3-4 percent of this is also getting hired from other geographical 
locations for providing on-site support. Key talent trends in the sub-sector are as follows.

	Shift in talent model from designation-based to role-based 
	Development of skills in high-growth areas
	Development of strong partnerships with universities and other institutions
	 Increase in domain-specific hiring 
	 Increased requirement in Product Design, PLM, R&D
	 Increase in talent in Energy and Utilities, Medical Devices, etc.

ER&D sub-sector is very knowledge-intensive and requires a lot of specialised skills across an array 
of occupations. It requires the employees to be constantly focused on innovations. The sub-sector 
offers its employees learning opportunities through different sources.

Emerging Talent Trends

Learning Opportunities

Certifications

Training 
materials 

(online/class 
room)

Focused 
learning 

programmes 

On-the-job 
learning 

opportunities
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Industry Knowledge and Skills

The availability of a skilled talent pool with strong communication skills and English language 
capabilities makes India a favoured country for hiring.

Qualifications, Knowledge and Understanding

Skills
While the core skill still remains pure engineering, there is an increasing focus on hiring candidates 
with knowledge of design principles and work experience in CAD/CAM and CFD.

unique ‘Occupations’

unique ‘Tracks’

unique Job roles at the 
Entry Level

unique Job roles at 
the Middle Level

unique Job roles at the 
Leadership Level

Problem solving  |   Analytical skills  |  Communication 

Strong knowledge of design principle  |  CAD/CAM/CFD skills  |  Simulation and prototyping  |

Full product development  |  Product lifecycle management  |  Verification and validation  |

Product design and optimisation

Key Generic Skills

Key Functional Skills

Professionals are expected to grow
 in D

om
ain, 

13
15

16
48

54

In Summary

Technology, Process and Project M
anagem

ent

Educational qualification, especially engineering, is the main criteria for 
absorbing workforce

A significant focus is also placed on the analytical ability of the individual

Functional skills and domain expertise are often added 
through rigorous on-the-job training

Lateral hiring happens at many levels, and movement across 
organisations is not uncommon

Many multinationals are also queuing up to hire PhD scholars for their 
GICs located in India

1
2

3
4

5
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The major industry verticals and service offerings have been captured in the following table.

Industry Structure
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Occupations in the ER&D Sub-sector
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For most entry-level job roles, there is a possibility of a vertical or horizontal movement in their tracks 
and also into other occupations.

TracksOccupation Entry-level Job Roles

Occupations, Tracks and Verticals

Engineering Analysis Engineering Analysis Design Engineer - EA Engineer Trainee

Hardware Development Hardware Development Hardware Engineer Engineer Trainee

Software Development Software Development Software Engineer Engineer Trainee

Product Engineering Design Product Engineering Design Design Engineer Engineer Trainee

Product Manufacturing 
Support 

Product Manufacturing 
Support Design Engineer - PMS Engineer Trainee

Product Marketing Product Marketing Market Research 
Associate

Management 
Trainee

Product Lifecycle 
Management 

Product Lifecycle 
Management Engineer - PLM

R&D R&D Research Associate

Software Testing

Verification
Tester/Test  

Engineer - Software Engineer Trainee

Validation

Hardware Testing

Verification
Tester/Test  

Engineer - Hardware Engineer Trainee 

Validation

Quality Assurance and 
Engineering 

Quality Assurance and 
Engineering Quality Engineer Engineer Trainee

Technical Documentation/
Writing

Technical Documentation/
Writing Technical Writer

Technical Support Technical Support Associate Operations 
Engineer

Associate Network 
Engineer
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The horizontal career movements from one occupation to another occupation within the sub-sector, 
and to another sub-sector or to another industry occurs typically at Middle or Leadership levels after a 
professional has acquired expertise in one particular occupation or more than one related occupations 
at Entry Level.

Horizontal Movements
Occupation

To Other Occupations To Other
Sub-sectors To Other Industries

Product 
Manufacturing 

Support
– Aerospace, Automobile, 

Electronics and HardwareEngineering Analysis

– – Semi-conductor, Consumer 
Electronics, TelecomHardware Development

– ITS, SPD
Semi-conductor, Consumer 

Electronics, Telecom, AutomobileSoftware Development

Product Lifecycle 
Management – Aerospace, Automobile, Heavy 

MachineryProduct Engineering Design

– ITS -Software Testing

Product Lifecycle 
Management –

Aerospace, Automobile, 
Electronics and Hardware, 

Construction
Product Manufacturing Support

– – Semi-conductor, Consumer 
Electronics, TelecomHardware Testing

– SPD Aerospace, Automobile, TelecomProduct Marketing

Testing ITS, SPD –Quality Assurance and Engineering

– SPD Aerospace, Automobile, 
Electronics & Hardware, TelecomProduct Lifecycle Management

– ITS, SPD –Technical Documentation/Writing

– – Aerospace, Automobile, 
Electronics & Hardware, EnergyR&D

– ITS, BPM –Technical Support

Horizontal Movement
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Market Segment: USA is the dominant 
market, and along with Europe 
provides over 80 percent of revenue to 
the sub-sector

Customer Segment: Customers 
include big revenue contributors and 
small and medium businesses

Player Segment: 550+ players 
estimated in this sub-sector. Over 
half of the revenue from the top 5 
players

A record estimated revenue of  
USD 3 billion (for SPD and OSPD1) 

in exports in 2013 and future  
growth estimated at 14 percent

Vertical Profile: BFSI and 
Telecom are the largest verticals. 

Healthcare and Education are 
emerging verticals

Service Offering/Horizontal 
Profile: Industry has the capability 
and demand for serving the entire 

product lifecycle
Profile

N
ew

 technologies are Cloud Com
puting,

Social M
edia and Value-added Services

The IT Industry segment providing services in the area  
of software products – through all or any of the product  
lifecycles – is referred to as the Software Products (SPD) 
sub-sector

USD  
3 Billion

USD 
3.8 Billion

4 percent

14 percent

Total contribution of SPD sub-sector, 
including OSPD, in industry exports

Numbers say it all

Growth of the domestic SPD sub-sector 
in INR terms from FY2012 to 2013

SPD sub-sector revenues in 
exports in FY2013

SPD sub-sector revenues 
(domestic) in FY2013

1Offshore Software Products Development

SPD Sub-sector: at a glance
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•	 Industry vertical knowledge critical for relevant product design
•	 Recruit domain experts
•	 Provide industry certifications and trainings

•	 Increase in range of service offered
•	 Recruit diverse talent
•	 Explore cross-skiling

Domain-specific Knowledge Focus

Talent for SPD sub-sector holds the 
key to how this field will shape up 

Widening Skill Spectrum

Beyond Traditional Talent Pool

•	 Need to expand talent pool
•	 Recruit from non-engineering background - Arts, Science, Law, Commerce
•	 Extensive training post-hire

Emerging Talent Trends

Availability and 
managing of talent 
are critical factors 

The industry spends significant amount of resources on providing learning opportunities. This not only 
provides for enhancing the skills of employees to meet the business needs, but also helps to position the 
organisation as a preferred employer.
	The SPD sub-sector is knowledge-intensive, and fresh graduates often have a steep learning curve
	The constant innovation of technology requires the employees to regularly update their  
 knowledge
	Change in role or projects could also see the employees needing to learn new skills
	The sub-sector encourages and provides learning opportunities through different sources like  
 certifications, training materials (online/class room), and focused learning programmes

Learning Opportunities

Key Trends

Diversification of industry verticals Cost control and efficiency improvement have led to 
movement beyond typical verticals

Changing relationships between 
vendor and customer

Product companies playing the role of advisors and not just 
transactional developers

Movement up the value chain

Changes in delivery model

Focus on high-end services against just product development

License-based model has given way to on-demand, with 
customers buying products on a need basis

The SPD sub-sector is currently undergoing significant changes brought about by multiple 
forces, including market conditions, emerging technologies, evolving customer demands and 
increasing IT penetration. These forces are shaping the trends in this sub-sector.
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Skills

In Summary

These are the criteria that the industry looks at when hiring the workforce. The bulk of hiring happens 
at the Entry Level to attract the best talent

	 The SPD sub-sector now is open to recruiting from other branches in engineering besides  
 computer science and IT

	 Focus on right skills as against formal education

 Lateral hires happen for individuals having relevant experience in the industry

The SPD sub-sector requires a wide range of skills, which vary with the value stream that the 
organisation is servicing, and role and the position at the individual level. Both soft skills and 
functional skills are crucial in the industry

Good 
communication 

skills
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Problem 
solving

Analytical  
skills

Working with 
influence

Creativity  
and  

out-of-the-box 
thinking

Industry/Domain 
skills
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SDLC concepts Programming 
skills

Platform 
knowledge

Automated 
testing

UnderstandingKnowledgeQualifications

63 unique Job 
roles at the 

Middle Level

18 unique Job 
roles at the Entry 

Level

21 unique Job 
roles at the 

Leadership Level

12 unique 
‘Occupations’

23 unique 
‘Tracks’

The numbers underlying the unique occupations, tracks and job roles are summarised below.

Industry Knowledge and Skills
A

ccreditation process and tailor-m
ade 

courses on O
S underw

ay
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Industry Structure
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Occupations in the SPD Sub-sector
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The SPD sub-sector has 12 occupations or horizontals. It has the capability as well as demand for 
serving the entire product lifecycle, including R&D, product conceptualisation and prototyping. It has 
9 verticals. Education, in particular, has become a huge revenue driver owing to the Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) focus in Education.
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TracksOccupation Entry-level Job Roles

The SPD sub-sector offers a variety of opportunities across occupations. In total, there are about 18 
unique job roles at the entry level across different occupations, tracks and verticals. The table below 
shows how each of these job roles is mapped to different tracks and occupations.

QA Engineer

Market Research Associate

Occupations, Tracks and Verticals

Integration and Deployment

Integration (Software and 
Hardware) Support Engineer Engineer Trainee

Product Deployment

Legal Legal IP Executive

Product Documentation
Technical Writing/
Documentation Technical Writer

Language/Translation Language Translator

Product Development and 
Delivery

Software Developement

Software Developer Engineer TraineeFunctional Development

UI Development

Media Development
Media Developer

Web Development

Project Management Project Management -

Product Lifecycle 
Management

Product Lifecycle 
Management Product Executive Engineer Trainee

Product Research and 
Design

Product Research and 
Design Design Engineer Engineer Trainee

Product Packaging Product Packaging Engineer Packaging

Product Support Product Support Technical Support 
Executive - Non-voice

Technical Support 
Executive - Voice

Sales and Marketing/
Business Development

Product Marketing

  Sales/Pre-sales 
Executive

Management Trainee
Product Pre-sales 

/Sales (includes inside sales)

Relationship Management/
Alliance

Testing and Quality 
Assurance 

Automated Testing Test Engineer
Engineer TraineeManual Testing

QA

Transition
Software Transition Engineer - Software Transition

Communication AnalystTransition Communication
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SPD sub-sector and the occupations within, provide ample opportunities for movement outside the 
core occupation. Individuals can move freely in ‘related’ occupations within the sub-sector at a similar 
level by displaying the relevant skill-set.

Horizontal Movement

Product 
 Support

Product Development and Delivery, 
Product Documentation, Testing and 

Quality Assurance

BPM, 
ER&D

Infrastructure department 
in all industries. Esp.  

Media, Telecom,  
BFSI, etc.

Product 
 Packaging NA BPM, 

ER&D
Marketing roles in a 

product-focused industry

Product R&D Product Packaging, Integration and 
Deployment

ER&D, 
BPM

IT-specific roles in any 
industry

Product Lifecycle 
Management

Sales and Marketing/Business  
Development, Project Management,  
Product Development and Delivery

ITS, BPM FMCG, Telecom

Project 
Management/
Programme 

Management

Sales and Marketing/Business 
Development, Product Lifecycle 

Management, Product Development  
and Delivery, Product Packaging

ITS, BPM, 
ER&D All service industries

Product 
Development 
 and Delivery

Product Lifecycle Management, Project 
Management, Sales and Marketing/Business 

Development, Testing and QA, Integration 
and Deployment, Product Support

ITS, BPM, 
ER&D

IT-specific roles in any 
industry

Legal roles in any  
industry esp. BFSI, 

Media, Telecom, etc.
Legal NA ITS, BPM, ER&D

Horizontal Movements
Occupation

To Other Occupations To Other
Sub-sectors To Other Industries

Integration and 
Development

Product Lifecycle Management, Testing  
and QA, Product Packaging

ITS, BPM, 
ER&D

IT-specific roles in any 
industry

Product 
Documentation Product Support ITS, BPM, 

ER&D
IT-specific roles in any 

industry

Sales and  
Marketing/Business 

Development
Product Lifecycle Management, Product 
Research and Design, Product Support

ITS, BPM, 
ER&D

IT-specific roles in any 
industry

Testing and QA

Product Lifecycle Management, Project 
Management, Sales and Marketing/Business 

Development, Product Development and 
Delivery, Integration and Deployment, 

Product Support

BPM, ER&D IT-specific roles in any 
industry

Transition Integration and Deployment, Testing 
 and QA ITS, BPM IT-specific roles in any 

industry
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